BROAD ANTI-SEMITIC PROGRAM FORESEEN AS CAROL NAMES NEW PRO-NAZI CABINET

BUDAPEST, July 4. (JTA) -- Inauguration of a sweeping program against Rumania's remaining 450,000 Jews was foreshadowed today as King Carol swore in a pronouncedly pro-German and anti-Semitic cabinet headed by Ion Gigurtu.

The German wireless, hailing the new Government as "of a definitely anti-Semitic nature," reported that "one of its first measures is to be the creation of a new press law by which every Jewish influence in Rumania is to be excluded."

The new cabinet comprises chiefly supporters of the late Octavian Goga, who during his brief administration as Premier in January, 1938, attempted to oust Jews completely from Rumanian national life; adherents of Prof. Alexander Cuza, "father of Rumanian anti-Semitism," and Iron Guardists, with Hans Otto Roth, representative of the German minority, as Minister of National Minorities.

Premier Gigurtu, former Foreign Minister, is known as a close frier of Germany's Field Marshal Hermann Goering, while the Berlin wireless boasted that "some of the new ministers, like Foreign Minister (Mihail) Manoilescu, Prof. (Grigore) Caracostea (Education Minister) and Prof. Nichifor Crainic (Propaganda Minister) have close scientific connections with Germany. Prof. Crainic was recently made honorary doctor by the University of Vienna. Prof. Gheorghe Leon (Minister of Economics) got his degree of Doctor of National Economics at the University of Jena."

Atrocity Tales Disproved; 30,000 Jews Fled Bessarabia

BUCHAREST, July 4. (JTA) -- From every quarter today facts were emerging to give the lie to tales in recent days of "Jewish atrocities," apparently spread with the intention of making the Jews a scapegoat for the population's feelings over the Soviet occupation of Bessarabia and North Bukowina.

Nicu Flondor, Royal Resident in Bukowina, who was reported assassinated in Cernauti by "Jewish terrorists," yesterday turned up alive and in good health in Vatra Dornei, where he is remaining to direct evacuation of refugees, according to an official announcement. Likewise, M. Cazacliu, Royal Resident in Bessarabia, who also was alleged to have been killed by Jews, is now in Jassy, where he is directing evacuation of Bessarabians.
That Jews welcomed the Soviet occupation is belied by the fact that three times as many Jews fled to Rumania from the occupied region as emigrated there from the Old Kingdom.

Refugees from the occupied regions are now reported to exceed 200,000, of whom at least 30,000 are Bessarabian Jews. On the other hand, the number of Jews who returned to Bessarabia from Rumania totals 9,500, according to an official announcement.

The authorities, it was stated, are organizing further return of Bessarabian Jews. The Jewish population of Bessarabia is now put at 290,000, and of North Bukowina, 80,000. As a result of the annexations, Rumania's Jewish population has been reduced from 4 to 2.6 per cent of the total pre-annexation population of 19,555,000.

As to the refugees arriving here, although the authorities are attempting to divert them to other points, in order to avoid overcrowding Bucharest, they continue to stream into the capital. Of the multitude of pitiful scenes this correspondent observed, the most memorable was two old, bearded Jews arriving in an ancient, battered ambulance at a station for aged Jewish invalids.

Bucharest's population yesterday remained entirely calm. A special police watch was kept on every street corner Tuesday night to forestall possible demonstrations and acts of violence, but despite the activities of rumor-mongers and the circulation of at least one inflammatory manifesto blaming the English and the Jews for Rumania's plight, nothing extraordinary occurred.

Certainly there were no demonstrations in front of the Royal palace, as some quarters assert. A correspondent whose hotel window overlooks the palace square was unable to detect unusual crowds or activities there in the past 36 hours.

(The Associated Press reported widespread anti-Semitic rioting in Rumania. However, a New York Times dispatch said careful check-up revealed that most reports of anti-Jewish rioting were "gross exaggeration or sheer fantasy." The Times said "it is so far indicated the Rumanian Government will continue to clamp down firmly to prevent mass outbreaks" which "almost inevitably would be accompanied by Russian demands on this country." A Times dispatch from Bucharest Wednesday said, regarding reports of anti-Semitic outbreaks: "It is understood the Soviet has stated its opposition to any such tendencies on the ground that it wishes no 'trouble' on its frontiers." The Times also gives a description of the massacre of 300 dock workers by the army in Galati, which is apparently the same incident that was described by the German News Bureau as a massacre of Jews. The workers were among 2,000 Gagauzti or Mongol Christians who were being sent to Bessarabia.)

Nevertheless, anti-Jewish feeling is rife throughout Bucharest, even if controlled.

The manifesto charged that "British agents in the company of Jewish industrialists" banqueted in a well-known luxury restaurant on the night of June 28 to celebrate the Soviet occupation and the London radio on the same night "incited Hungarians to march against Rumania." After listing other and similarly unsupported charges, the manifesto concluded with the slogan, in capital letters, "DOWN WITH ENGLAND! DOWN WITH THE JEWS!"
U.S. INVALIDATES VISITORS' VISAS ISSUED AFTER JUNE 6, STRANDING MANY REFUGEES IN LISBON

LISBON, July 4. (JTA) -- Invalidation by Washington of American visitors' visas issued after June 6 today prevented the sailing of more than 100 refugees on the liner Nea Hellas.

Among those left behind when the ship weighed anchor was Baron Eugene de Rothschild, former Viennese banker who until the Nazi occupation had been residing in France. His American-born wife, the former Kitty Wolff, was permitted to sail.

The American Consulate notified the steamship line of Washington's action just before the Nea Hellas was scheduled to sail. The retroactive invalidation was considered here unfair to the prospective emigrants and to Portugal as well, since the latter had admitted the refugees on the strength of their American visas. Among the refugees affected by Washington's action are a number of Mexican citizens and prospective emigrants to the Dominican Republic and Canada.

Among passengers who sailed on the Nea Hellas were Max Gottschalk, Belgian Jewish leader, and his family, who had American immigration visas. Other passengers included refugee families whose emigration had been facilitated by the HIAS-ICA Emigration Association.

Seek Aid For 1,000 Stranded in 3 French Cities

LISBON, July 4. (JTA) -- An appeal to facilitate the emigration of 1,000 Jewish refugees stranded in Lucon, Toulouse and Montpelier, in unoccupied France, was received here today by the HIAS-ICA Emigration Association. Spain has refused passage to the refugees while Portugal is willing to issue only transit visas.

HIAS-ICA said it could arrange entrance to Portugal of the signatories to the appeal but was unable to make arrangements for admission of the refugees in whose behalf the appeal was dispatched. The signatories include Rabbi Eisenstadt, of Paris; Rabbi Sagalovitch, of Belgium; Marc Jarblum, president of the Federation of Jewish Societies of France, and Leon Kubovitsky, president of the Council of Jewish Societies of Belgium.

Baron Maurice de Rothschild, French Senator who arrived here after the defeat of France, left today for London.

REFUGEES IN PANIC IN ENGLAND, FEARING RELATIVES WERE ON TORPEDOED PRISON SHIP

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- The families of thousands of interned refugees were thrown into panic today by the news of the Arandora Star disaster, fearing that their interned relations were among the more than 1,000 German and Italian prisoners who died when the ship was torpedoed by a Nazi submarine Tuesday morning off the Irish coast.

Refugee organizations were flooded by inquiries today but were unable to furnish any information. What accentuates the fears of the refugee families is the lack of definite information as to the whereabouts of thousands of their relatives who were interned in the past two weeks.

(Continued on reverse side)
Hundreds of internees recently informed their families by letter that they were soon moving from their temporary camps to an undisclosed address, while others notified their families that they were being transported to Canada.

At this writing it is impossible to state definitely whether there were any Jewish refugees among the Arandora's passengers. German nationals aboard were all believed to have been those interned immediately after outbreak of the war. Among them there might possibly have been some Jews.

While many refugee families would have welcomed the news that their interned relations were to be transferred to Canada for safety, they are now alarmed at the possibility that the transfer is being carried out on unconvoyed ships, with Nazis as fellow-passengers.

Refugees Seized in Singapore

SINGAPORE, July 4. (JTA) -- The police today rounded up German Jewish refugees for internment together with Italian nationals.

NEW CURBS ON JEWS LOOM IN HUNGARY; NAZI PARTY ASKS STRONG MEASURES

BUDAPEST, July 4. (JTA) -- New anti-Jewish restrictions may be proposed to Parliament, a Government party meeting was told yesterday by Premier Paul Teleki.

They will take the form either of an amendment to the present anti-Jewish law, under which Jewish participation in the nation's economic and cultural life is restricted to six to 12 per cent, or a new law, Teleki said.

The Premier explained that the new restrictions were needed because of the ever-growing number of exemptions or circumventions of the existing law.

The real reason for the new anti-Jewish drive in Parliament and press was understood, however, to be the small quantity of Jewish land scheduled for early expropriation. Out of a total of 525,000 Jewish-owned acres, only 125,000 have been marked for seizure. Exempted owners of the largest proportion are either war veterans or converts.

Meanwhile, Hungary's Nazi party, dissatisfied with the scope of the Government's anti-Jewish program, introduced into Parliament a bill calling for far более sweeping legislation against the Jews. Under the Nazi bill Jews would be segregated in railway cars, forbidden to drive automobiles, become midwives, display the Hungarian flag, buy anything from a peasant or sign any legal document; only eldest sons and daughters would be permitted to marry, to "restrict the propagation of Jews"; Jews with Hungarian family names would be obliged to change them to Jewish ones; Jews would be permitted to buy, sell and read only Hebrew and Yiddish books, and no foreign Jews would be given visas to enter Hungary.

PURGE MINDS OF RACE, RELIGIOUS HATRED, ROOSEVELT URGES IN JULY 4TH SPEECH

NEW YORK, July 4. (JTA) -- A message from President Roosevelt urging the banishing of racial hatred and religious bigotry was read today at Independence Day exercises in thousands of communities throughout the country sponsored by the Council Against Intolerance in America.
"I wish there might be formulated in the heart of every American on Independence Day this year a firm determination that we should forever banish from our minds and thoughts every vestige of racial hatred and religious bigotry," said the President.

The rallies also adopted an "American Declaration of National Unity" stating that Americans stand united in the principle of equality of Americans, "which includes all races, creeds and colors." The declaration was also read before Congress and printed in more than 5,000 newspapers, said the Council, which is headed by George Gordon Ball and Senators W. Warren Barbour and Arthur Capper.

The declaration described this Independence Day as more significant than any others because "war and tyranny have overwhelmed many foreign nations; disloyal elements within our borders undermine national unity by fomenting racial hatred and religious bigotry; anti-democratic forces seek to abrogate civil, political and economic liberties; dictatorships abroad and traitors at home assail the very ideals of freedom and equality on which this nation was founded."

Religious freedom was stressed at an Interfaith Fraternal Meeting held at the New York World's Fair Temple of Religion under the auspices of the Interfaith Fraternal Council of America and the Interfaith Movement. A special proclamation by Governor Lehman entitled "Independence Day" was read. Mayor LaGuardia called for a marshalling of American strength to preserve the rights stated in the Constitution.

REICH REFUGEES WHO FLED TO HOLLAND SINCE 1933 GIVEN WEEK TO REGISTER IN AMSTERDAM

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- The German wireless announced today that all German Jews who had emigrated to Holland since 1933 have been ordered to report to the Amsterdam police within a week. (An Amsterdam dispatch to the New York Times estimated there were between 120,000 and 150,000 Jews affected by the measure.)

REPORT OF PACT TO REPATRIATE POLISH JEWISH REFUGEES DRAWS DENIAL

ROME, July 4. (JTA) -- Vatican circles and the Rumanian Embassy said today they knew nothing of an agreement reported by an American news agency to have reached among the Vatican, Germany and Rumania whereby Polish Jews in France and Rumania would be returned to Poland on condition that they abstained from politics.

PALESTINE ENLISTMENT DRIVE IN FULL SWING; BACKED BY AGENCY, COUNCIL

JERUSALEM, July 4. (JTA) -- A campaign for enlistment of Palestinian Jews in the British armed forces was in full swing today and was meeting a countrywide enthusiastic response.

The campaign has the full sanction and backing of the two authoritative Jewish bodies, the Jewish Agency for Palestine and the Jewish National Council. Both issued appeals to the Jewish community to respond to the call of the military authorities for volunteers to make up four Palestine units.

The Agency called upon all qualified young men to enlist in the military service. The Council asked all professional unions to urge their members to volunteer for the British military forces "now engaged in a struggle on behalf of the Empire, including Palestine."

(Continued on reverse side)
In response to the appeals, representatives of Jewish transport societies met at the Agency's premises and unanimously decided to recruit a proportionate number of drivers. Later, representatives of Jewish agricultural settlements throughout the country met at the same place and unanimously undertook to provide a certain number of volunteers from each of the settlements. A large recruiting rally will be arranged in Tel Aviv for the weekend.

---

Palestine Jewry Held at War on Britain's Side

TEL AVIV, July 4. (JTA) -- A conference of Zionist Revisionists yesterday dispatched a cable to President Vladimir Jabotinsky of the New Zionist Organization, who is visiting the United States, declaring that the Palestine Jewish community considers itself engaged in the war on the side of Great Britain. Three hundred delegates and guests from all over the country attended the meeting.

---

Palestine Seen Gravely Exposed

NEW YORK, July 4. (JTA) -- The New York Times declares editorially that "the position of Palestine is more exposed at this moment than at any time since British rule began." Referring to the proposal for formation of a Jewish army in Palestine, the editorial says "it is not a simple matter to decide" because of Moslem opposition, but adds that "the British know that there will be little security for the Arabs, or for the Italian Moslems, if Syria and Palestine fall into Axis hands."

A London Times dispatch from Istanbul, quoted by the New York Times, says: "According to trustworthy sources, a number of French troops on trucks crossed the Palestine border (from Syria) en route to Haifa. Great tension is said to reign among the Arab population, and the possibility of trouble is by no means excluded."

5 'FRONTISTS' TO FACE NEW TRIAL SEPT. 4; REPORT 10 JURORS WILL JOIN 'FRONT'

NEW YORK, July 4. (JTA) -- Federal Judge Robert A. Inch has set Sept. 4 as the tentative date for retrial of the five defendants in the Brooklyn sedition trial on whom the jury disagreed. Meanwhile, 2,000 persons attended a Christian Front rally in Brooklyn last night with eight of the acquitted defendants as guests of honor.

One of the former defendants, Macklin Boettger, is quoted by the Brooklyn Daily Eagle as stating that 10 of the jurors in the trial would join the Christian Front. The magazine Equality calls the trial a "farce" and points out that prospective jurors were not asked whether they were followers of Father Charles E. Coughlin or members of the Front. The magazine predicts a "terrifying campaign of Jew-baiting."

FASCISTS SECRETLY DISTRIBUTING ANTI-WAR LEAFLETS IN LONDON

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- The Daily Herald reports that a secret Fascist organization is engaged in distribution of anti-Jewish anti-war leaflets nightly in many London districts.

ROZSIKA ROTHSCHILD DEAD; MOTHER OF PRESENT LORD ROTHSCHILD

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- Funeral services for Rozsika Rothschild, mother of Lord Rothschild, were held today. She was the widow of Nathaniel Charles Rothschild, second son of the last Baron Rothschild. She died June 30.
BROAD Anti-SEMITIC PROGRAM FORESEEN AS CAROL NAMES NEW PRO-NAZI CABINET

BUDAPEST, July 4. (JTA) -- Inauguration of a sweeping program against Rumania's remaining 450,000 Jews was foreshadowed today as King Carol swore in a pronouncedly pro-German and anti-Semitic cabinet headed by Ion Gigurtu.

The German wireless, hailing the new Government as "of a definitely anti-Semitic nature," reported that "one of its first measures is to be the creation of a new press law by which every Jewish influence in Rumania is to be excluded."

The new cabinet comprises chiefly supporters of the late Octavian Goga, who during his brief administration as Premier in January, 1938, attempted to oust Jews completely from Rumanian national life; adherents of Prof. Alexander Cuza, "father of Rumanian anti-Semitism," and Iron Guardists, with Hans Otto Roth, representative of the German minority, as Minister of National Minorities.

Premier Gigurtu, former Foreign Minister, is known as a close frier of Germany's Field Marshal Hermann Goering, while the Berlin wireless boasted that "some of the new ministers, like Foreign Minister (Mihail) Manolescu, Prof. (Grigore) Caracostea (Education Minister) and Prof. Nichifor Crainic (Propaganda Minister) have close scientific connections with Germany. Prof. Crainic was recently made honorary doctor by the University of Vienna. Prof. Gheorghe Leon (Minister of Economics) got his degree of Doctor of National Economics at the University of Jena."

Atrocity Tales Disproved; 30,000 Jews Fled Bessarabia

BUCHAREST, July 4. (JTA) -- From every quarter today facts were emerging to give the lie to tales in recent days of "Jewish atrocities," apparently spread with the intention of making the Jews a scapegoat for the population's feelings over the Soviet occupation of Bessarabia and North Bukowina.

Nicu Flondor, Royal Resident in Bukowina, who was reported assassinated in Cernauti by "Jewish terrorists," yesterday turned up alive and in good health in Vatra Dornei, where he is remaining to direct evacuation of refugees, according to an official announcement. Likewise, M. Cazacliu, Royal Resident in Bessarabia, who also was alleged to have been killed by Jews, is now in Jassy, where he is directing evacuation of Bessarabians.
That Jews welcomed the Soviet occupation is belied by the fact that three times as many Jews fled to Rumania from the occupied region as emigrated there from the Old Kingdom.

Refugees from the occupied regions are now reported to exceed 200,000, of whom at least 30,000 are Bessarabian Jews. On the other hand, the number of Jews who returned to Bessarabia from Rumania totals 9,500, according to an official announcement.

The authorities, it was stated, are organizing further return of Bessarabian Jews. The Jewish population of Bessarabia is now put at 290,000, and of North Bukowina, 80,000. As a result of the annexations, Rumania's Jewish population has been reduced from 4 to 2.6 per cent of the total pre-annexation population of 19,555,000.

As to the refugees arriving here, although the authorities are attempting to divert them to other points, in order to avoid overcrowding Bucharest, they continue to stream into the capital. Of the multitude of pitiful scenes this correspondent observed, the most memorable was two old, bearded Jews arriving in an ancient, battered ambulance at a station for aged Jewish invalids.

Bucharest's population yesterday remained entirely calm. A special police watch was kept on every street corner Tuesday night to forestall possible demonstrations and acts of violence, but despite the activities of rumor-mongers and the circulation of at least one inflammatory manifesto blaming the English and the Jews for Rumania's plight, nothing extraordinary occurred.

Certainly there were no demonstrations in front of the Royal palace, as some quarters assert. A correspondent whose hotel window overlooks the palace square was unable to detect unusual crowds or activities there in the past 36 hours.

(The Associated Press reported widespread anti-Semitic rioting in Rumania. However, a New York Times dispatch said careful check-up revealed that most reports of anti-Jewish rioting were "gross exaggeration or sheer fantasy." The Times said "it is so far indicated the Rumanian Government will continue to clamp down firmly to prevent mass outbreaks" which "almost inevitably would be accompanied by Russian demands on this country." A Times dispatch from Bucharest Wednesday said, regarding reports of anti-Semitic outbreaks: "It is understood the Soviet has stated its opposition to any such tendencies on the ground that it wishes no 'trouble' on its frontiers." The Times also gives a description of the massacre of 300 dock workers by the army in Galati, which is apparently the same incident that was described by the German News Bureau as a massacre of Jews. The workers were among 2,000 Gagauzti or Mongol Christians who were being sent to Bessarabia.)

Nevertheless, anti-Jewish feeling is rife throughout Bucharest, even if controlled.

The manifesto charged that "British agents in the company of Jewish industrialists" banqueted in a well-known luxury restaurant on the night of June 28 to celebrate the Soviet occupation and the London radio on the same night "incited Hungarians to march against Rumania." After listing other and similarly unsupported charges, the manifesto concluded with the slogan, in capital letters, "DOWN WITH ENGLAND! DOWN WITH THE JEWS!"
U.S. INVALIDATES VISITORS’ VISAS ISSUED AFTER JUNE 6, STRANDING MANY REFUGEES IN LISBON

LISBON, July 4. (JTA) -- Invalidation by Washington of American visitors’ visas issued after June 6 today prevented the sailing of more than 100 refugees on the liner Nea Hellas.

Among those left behind when the ship weighed anchor was Baron Eugene de Rothschild, former Viennese banker who until the Nazi occupation had been residing in France. His American-born wife, the former Kitty Wolff, was permitted to sail.

The American Consulate notified the steamship line of Washington’s action just before the Nea Hellas was scheduled to sail. The retroactive invalidation was considered here unfair to the prospective emigrants and to Portugal as well, since the latter had admitted the refugees on the strength of their American visas. Among the refugees affected by Washington’s action are a number of Mexican citizens and prospective emigrants to the Dominican Republic and Canada.

Among passengers who sailed on the Nea Hellas were Max Gottschalk, Belgian Jewish leader, and his family, who had American immigration visas. Other passengers included refugee families whose emigration had been facilitated by the HIAS-ICA Emigration Association.

Seek Aid For 1,000 Stranded in 3 French Cities

LISBON, July 4. (JTA) -- An appeal to facilitate the emigration of 1,000 Jewish refugees stranded in Lucon, Toulouse and Montpelier, in unoccupied France, was received here today by the HIAS-ICA Emigration Association. Spain has refused passage to the refugees while Portugal is willing to issue only transit visas.

HIAS-ICA said it could arrange entrance to Portugal of the signatories to the appeal but was unable to make arrangements for admission of the refugees in whose behalf the appeal was dispatched. The signatories include Rabbi Eisenstadt, of Paris; Rabbi Sagalovitch, of Belgium; Marc Jarblum, president of the Federation of Jewish Societies of France, and Leon Kubovitsky, president of the Council of Jewish Societies of Belgium.

Baron Maurice de Rothschild, French Senator who arrived here after the defeat of France, left today for London.

REFUGEES IN PANIC IN ENGLAND, FEARING RELATIVES WERE ON TORPEDOED PRISON SHIP

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- The families of thousands of interned refugees were thrown into panic today by the news of the Arandora Star disaster, fearing that their interned relations were among the more than 1,000 German and Italian prisoners who died when the ship was torpedoed by a Nazi submarine Tuesday morning off the Irish coast.

Refugee organizations were flooded by inquiries today but were unable to furnish any information. What accentuates the fears of the refugee families is the lack of definite information as to the whereabouts of thousands of their relatives who were interned in the past two weeks.

(Continued on reverse side)
Hundreds of internees recently informed their families by letter that they were soon moving from their temporary camps to an undisclosed address, while others notified their families that they were being transported to Canada.

At this writing it is impossible to state definitely whether there were any Jewish refugees among the Arandora's passengers. German nationals aboard were all believed to have been those interned immediately after outbreak of the war. Among them there might possibly have been some Jews.

While many refugee families would have welcomed the news that their interned relations were to be transferred to Canada for safety, they are now alarmed at the possibility that the transfer is being carried out on unconvoyed ships, with Nazis as fellow-passengers.

Refugees Seized in Singapore

SINGAPORE, July 4. (JTA) -- The police today rounded up German Jewish refugees for internment together with Italian nationals.

NEW CURBS ON JEWS LOOM IN HUNGARY; NAZI PARTY ASKS STRONG MEASURES

BUDAPEST, July 4. (JTA) -- New anti-Jewish restrictions may be proposed to Parliament, a Government party meeting was told yesterday by Premier Paul Teleki.

They will take the form either of an amendment to the present anti-Jewish law, under which Jewish participation in the nation's economic and cultural life is restricted to six to 12 per cent, or a new law, Teleki said.

The Premier explained that the new restrictions were needed because of the ever-growing number of exemptions or circumventions of the existing law.

The real reason for the new anti-Jewish drive in Parliament and press was understood, however, to be the small quantity of Jewish land scheduled for early expropriation. Out of a total of 525,000 Jewish-owned acres, only 125,000 have been marked for seizure. Exempted owners of the largest proportion are either war veterans or converts.

Meanwhile, Hungary's Nazi party, dissatisfied with the scope of the Government's anti-Jewish program, introduced into Parliament a bill calling for far more sweeping legislation against the Jews. Under the Nazi bill Jews would be segregated in railway cars, forbidden to drive automobiles, become midwives, display the Hungarian flag, buy anything from a peasant or sign any legal document; only eldest sons and daughters would be permitted to marry, to "restrict the propagation of Jews"; Jews with Hungarian family names would be obliged to change them to Jewish ones; Jews would be permitted to buy, sell and read only Hebrew and Yiddish books, and no foreign Jews would be given visas to enter Hungary.

PURGE MINDS OF RACE, RELIGIOUS HATRED, ROOSEVELT URGES IN JULY 4TH SPEECH

NEW YORK, July 4. (JTA) -- A message from President Roosevelt urging the banishing of racial hatred and religious bigotry was read today at Independence Day exercises in thousands of communities throughout the country sponsored by the Council Against Intolerance in America.
"I wish there might be formulated in the heart of every American on Independence Day this year a firm determination that we should forever banish from our minds and thoughts every vestige of racial hatred and religious bigotry," said the President.

The rallies also adopted an "American Declaration of National Unity" stating that Americans stand united in the principle of equality of Americans, "which includes all races, creeds and colors." The declaration was also read before Congress and printed in more than 5,000 newspapers, said the Council, which is headed by George Gordon Battle and Senators W. Warren Barbour and Arthur Capper.

The declaration described this Independence Day as more significant than any others because "war and tyranny have overwhelmed many foreign nations; disloyal elements within our borders undermine national unity by fomenting racial hatred and religious bigotry; anti-democratic forces seek to abrogate civil, political and economic liberties; dictatorships abroad and traitors at home assail the very ideals of freedom and equality on which this nation was founded."

Religious freedom was stressed at an Interfaith Fraternal Meeting held at the New York World's Fair Temple of Religion under the auspices of the Interfaith Fraternal Council of America and the Interfaith Movement. A special proclamation by Governor Lehman entitled "Independence Day" was read. Mayor LaGuardia called for a marshalling of American strength to preserve the rights stated in the Constitution.

REICH REFUGEES WHO FLEED TO HOLLAND SINCE 1933 GIVEN WEEK TO REGISTER IN AMSTERDAM

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- The German wireless announced today that all German Jews who had emigrated to Holland since 1933 have been ordered to report to the Amsterdam police within a week. (An Amsterdam dispatch to the New York Times estimated there were between 120,000 and 150,000 Jews affected by the measure.)

REPORT OF PACT TO REPATRIATE POLISH JEWISH REFUGEES DRAWS DENIAL

ROME, July 4. (JTA) -- Vatican circles and the Rumanian Embassy said today they knew nothing of an agreement reported by an American news agency to have reached among the Vatican, Germany and Rumania whereby Polish Jews in France and Rumania would be returned to Poland on condition that they abstained from politics.

PALESTINE ENLISTMENT DRIVE IN FULL SWING; BACKED BY AGENCY, COUNCIL

JERUSALEM, July 4. (JTA) -- A campaign for enlistment of Palestinian Jews in the British armed forces was in full swing today and was meeting a countrywide enthusiastic response.

The campaign has the full sanction and backing of the two authoritative Jewish bodies, the Jewish Agency for Palestine and the Jewish National Council. Both issued appeals to the Jewish community to respond to the call of the military authorities for volunteers to make up four Palestine units.

The Agency called upon all qualified young men to enlist in the military service. The Council asked all professional unions to urge their members to volunteer for the British military forces "now engaged in a struggle on behalf of the Empire, including Palestine."

(Continued on reverse side)
In response to the appeals, representatives of Jewish transport societies met at the Agency's premises and unanimously decided to recruit a proportionate number of drivers. Later, representatives of Jewish agricultural settlements throughout the country met at the same place and unanimously undertook to provide a certain number of volunteers from each of the settlements. A large recruiting rally will be arranged in Tel Aviv for the weekend.

---

Palestine Jewry Held at War on Britain's Side

TEL AVIV, July 4. (JTA) -- A conference of Zionist Revisionists yesterday dispatched a cable to President Vladimir Jabotinsky of the New Zionist Organization, who is visiting the United States, declaring that the Palestine Jewish community considers itself engaged in the war on the side of Great Britain. Three hundred delegates and guests from all over the country attended the meeting.

---

Palestine Seen Gravely Exposed

NEW YORK, July 4. (JTA) -- The New York Times declares editorially that "the position of Palestine is more exposed at this moment than at any time since British rule began." Referring to the proposal for formation of a Jewish army in Palestine, the editorial says "it is not a simple matter to decide" because of Moslem opposition, but adds that "the British know that there will be little security for the Arabs, or for the Italian Moslems, if Syria and Palestine fall into Axis hands."

A London Times dispatch from Istanbul, quoted by the New York Times, says: "According to trustworthy sources, a number of French troops on trucks crossed the Palestine border (from Syria) en route to Haifa. Great tension is said to reign among the Arab population, and the possibility of trouble is by no means excluded."

5 'FRONTISTS' TO FACE NEW TRIAL SEPT. 4; REPORT 10 JURORS WILL JOIN 'FRONT'

NEW YORK, July 4. (JTA) -- Federal Judge Robert A. Inch has set Sept. 4 as the tentative date for retrial of the five defendants in the Brooklyn sedition trial on whom the jury disagreed. Meanwhile, 2,000 persons attended a Christian Front rally in Brooklyn last night with eight of the acquitted defendants as guests of honor.

One of the former defendants, Macklin Boettger, is quoted by the Brooklyn Daily Eagle as stating that 10 of the jurors in the trial would join the Christian Front. The magazine Equality calls the trial a "farce" and points out that prospective jurors were not asked whether they were followers of Father Charles E. Coughlin or members of the Front. The magazine predicts a "terrifying campaign of Jew-baiting."

FASCISTS SECRELY DISTRIBUTING ANTI-WAR LEAFLETS IN LONDON

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- The Daily Herald reports that a secret Fascist organization is engaged in distribution of anti-Jewish anti-war leaflets nightly in many London districts.

ROZISKA ROTHSCHILD DEAD; MOTHER OF PRESENT LORD ROTHSCHILD

LONDON, July 4. (JTA) -- Funeral services for Rosziska Rothschild, mother of Lord Rothschild, were held today. She was the widow of Nathaniel Charles Rothschild, second son of the last Baron Rothschild. She died June 30.